INTRODUCTION The Advanced Photon Source (APS) storage ring uses single cell cavities (Fig. 1) . As described in the paper "Coupled Bunch Instabilities in the APS Ring" by L. Emery, l several of the higher order modes (HOM) in these cavities cause instability thresholds below the desired operating level. In order to clearly indentify these modes, an experimental method of measuring the fields is necessary. A well-known technique is measurement with probes or loops extending in from the walls, but this cannot be used in the interior. A different approach is the use of small perturbations which cause a frequency shift that is related in a known way to the local field. This perturbation can be calculated for objects of needle-shaped, spherical, and disk-shaped form. 2 With proper use this method can give very accurate measurements of the direction and magnitude of the electric and magnetic fields.
This report gives examples of a method of measuring electric field strengths in a resonant cavity. It is shown that insertion of a metallic bead (needle), whose dimensions are small compared to the wavelength, perturbs the frequency of a resonant electromagnetic cavity by an amount that depends upon the local electric field at the position of the perturbing object.
In the APS storage ring, the single cell cavities could be machined to slightly different longitudinal lengths in order to stagger harmonic resonances. Cavity measurements with shims was performed and compared with calculations.
-2-The modes that require clear identification are the following: ' Notes;
--------------------------
------
(1) In column 2, a "0" means monopole, "1" means dipole.
(2) In column 3, an HE" means that Ez, on axis, is, as a function of z, even about the midplane of the cavity (the plane perpendicular to its axis at its center). ]l..n UN" means that it is an odd function, so, for example, Ez will necessarily have a zero on the midplane: The function is even or odd according as the "pI! in column 9 is even or odd.
The liE" and "Mil in column 3 have nothing to do with the "E", (in "Emnp") and "MI! (in "TMOfl) in columns 9 and 10 respectively; but they are the same as the first "E" or "M" in the pair,II-'xE-" in coluIfu"'l 10, the second of which is always an liE".
.. , , (3) The "E" or lIMlI in the pair "-xE-lI in column 10 refer to electric or magnetic boundary conditions respectively (transverse electric or magnetic fields zero respectively) at the midplane or end ~aces respectively of the cavity. (4) Both the liEf! (in "Emnp") and liM" (in "TMO") mean that the mode is tranverse magnetic., (5) The "pit in column 9 is the number of zeros of Ez inside of the cavity, along its axis (not including the beam pipe outside the ends of its axis). Column 9, and only column 9, relates to a cylinder, not to the cavity. It attempts to connect the Ilmnp" indices for modes in a cylinder to corresponding modes in the cavity. Mode-shapes and frequencies are continuous functions of boundary deformation, (see Theorem 10 on p. 421 of liMethods of Math. Phys.1i by Courant & Hilbert) the correspondence could be established by a sequence of URMEL runs in which the boundary was gradually deformed from that of a cylinder to that of the cavity, but we have not had the time to make those runs. Instead th~ proposed correspondence is based on the symmetries which the cylinder and cavity have in common (reflection in the midplane, and rotation about the axis), and on the relative ordering of the two sequences of frequencies. At higher frequencies, where shorter wave lengths allow the mode to fit more intimately into differences of the two boundaries, the attempted correspondence is less useful. URMEL itself cannot make any such correspondence. It uses the mode designation in column 9, instead of 8, to (necessarily) avoid the attempt. 6) Shunt resistances are expressed in ohms (or megohms), as in URMEL.
(If expressed in linac ohms, as in Jacob, the values listed above would have been twice as large.) (7) Shunt resistances include transit time factors, as in URMEL.
-3-BE.AD PULL l\1EASURE~,1ENT SET ~UP The perturbing bead (needle) is epoxied to a silk thread. A stepping motordriven gear pulls the needle through the cavity in programmed accurate steps. When the bead enters a region of electric field in the cavity it will lower the cavity resonant frequency by an amount proportional to the square of the electric field at the bead site. The degree of the field distortion is dependent on the size and shape of the bead and the field gradient at the site of the bead perturbation. Various probes, couplers, and tuners are located in ports on the cavity. The port numbers are identified in Figures 1 and 2 . Resonant cavity phase shift is measured by a Hewlett Packard network analyzer (HP-8510B) with the following set-up:
1) The bead moves 60 centimeters in 100 steps. At each step the network analyzer makes 10 phase measurements that are then averaged.
2) The tuner is in port 3, adjusted so that the fundamental is 351.929 MHz.
3) The input coupler is in port 1, rotated so that the impedance looking into the cavity is 50 ohms at the fundamental frequency. (The input impedance match is shown on the Smith Chart in Figure 3. ) .
4) Ports 5 and 7 are covered with aluminum plates.
5) All bead pulls start from outside port 9.
6) Probe orientation labeling: 90 Deg. == H probe plane parallel to the Z axis.
o Deg. == H probe plane perpendicular to the Z axis .
.
The maximum distance the test set-up allows to pull beads that are radially offset but parallel to the Z axis is 3.5 centimeters. All monopole data shown were taken on axis. Dipole data shown were taken off axis at the maximum distance of 3.5 cm. All dipole modes tested in this report were also run on axis and had no perturbation. All measurements were taken with the cavity bolted together at 20 inch pounds and before the inner surface was properly cleaned. After cleaning and correct torquing of the knife edge (RF contact), the cavity Q is expected to increase. Figure 1 Prototype Storage Ring Cavity
BERGLIN CAVITY
Viewed from side.
------------ Viewed on-axis .. II'I<Ol3E(7(/) pO{er 13 The tuner in port 3 is adjusted so the cavity resonant frequency is at 351.92 MHz. The input coupler in port 1 is then rotated so the impedance looking into the cavity is 50 ohms at that frequency. The 3.42 ns delay is the electrical length of the transition from N to input coupler done in the low pass time domain on the H.P. 8510 network analyzer.
-7-
MEASUREMENT RESULTS
The following figures show the resonant frequency, the E-field, the product of H¢ and radius, and results of the bead pull measurements for the fundamental frequency and higher order modes at the following frequencies: 
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